Number of participants : From 5 to 150 people
Duration: 2 hours
Langage : French/ English

Date : All year-round
Kind of activity : Escape Game
Place: Byrrh Winery

MURDER PARTY 2.0
Let yourself be part of an investigation as innovative as it is unexpected: a new generation Murder
Party, combining investigations, technology and lots of fun!

PLACE:
This investigation takes place in the heart of the magnificent Byrrh Winery, with an HQ in the middle of
vats. You will fully enjoy this fantastic place.

PRINCIPLE:
Divided into teams of 5 to 8 people, the participants are given the task of solving an investigation of the
past using modern technologies. The new investigators must also resolve all kinds of intellectual puzzles,
take up technological challenges, or even compete on fun and surprising challenges.

UNROLL:
The teams join forces with our special future police unit, the "After Crime" section; and their mission is
to resolve an old, unresolved investigation. We present a main crime scene and other reconstructions of
places where the victim has passed. IPad allow you to find clues.
Each clue provides access to the location of a witness, this one offers a challenge that gain a
characteristic element on the culprit. By cross-checking all the information, you will have all the cards in
hand to succeed in finding the culprit but also the motive and the murder weapon.

THE FINISH:
After a time of reflection all together from “After Crime” HQ section, all teams put back their tablets and
therefore their answers. A podium is proclaimed and the best team must, while other benefit from a
collaboration to stage, with costumes and the help of the comedians, the crime scene.

BUDGET :
Murder Party 2.0 with full game, digital tablets, game material, challenges, gifts for winners: Contact
us.
Contact : Pablo Crouzet
e-Mail: pablo-cavesbyrrh@aspres-thuir.com
Phone: 06.59.27.70.69

